We are pleased to invite you to join us in Wolverhampton for the 1st International Conference on Construction Futures and the Psycon International Conference, which will be held December 19-20, 2018 at the University of Wolverhampton, UK.

We are delighted to confirm that these conferences are being supported by several CIB Working and Task Groups including:

- CIB TG81 Global Construction Data
- CIB W055 Construction Industry Economics
- CIB W089 Education in Built Environment
- CIB W102 Information and Knowledge Management in Building
- CIB W113 Law and Dispute Resolution
- CIB W118 Clients and Users in Construction
- CIB W121 Offsite Construction

1st International Conference on Construction Futures
The construction sector around the globe is transforming through its exploitation of emerging technologies and use of increasing amounts of digital data. Aligned with this is the need for a more sustainable built environment for the future, which is leading researchers, practitioners and policy makers to develop a wide range of innovative future looking solutions. The broad spectrum of the conference will allow researchers and practitioners to ‘future gaze’ into the construction industry.

For further details, please refer to the website at http://www.construction-futures.com.

Psychology in Construction (Psycon) International Conference
Psycon brings psychology and the built environment together to explore ways in which humans and their needs can be understood better and met optimally. This quest is balanced against the need for a sustainable environment. Industry, academia and users of built facilities inform the considerations under Psycon, and their perspectives will all be discussed at the conference. For further details, please refer to the website www.psycon.info.

Abstract Submission
We invite you to participate in either or both of the above conferences through the submission of an abstract and, upon selection, a complete paper. Please note there will also be a best student paper award competition. For details on submission please see the website at http://www.construction-futures.com or www.psycon.info

Wolverhampton
Wolverhampton is located in the heart of the United Kingdom, and the centre of the ‘Black Country’ region – the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution. It was during this period that the area was famous for its heavy industry including with coalmines, iron foundries, glass factories, brickwork and steel mills. Building on this enviable heritage, the conferences aim to look to the future for the construction sector in an area of the UK that is currently a focus for vast urban regeneration and the site of major infrastructure works, including High Speed Rail 2 (HS2) and the Smart Motorway network. The conference will include visits to some key heritage sites in the region.
Key dates

21st May  Submission of abstracts
4th June  Notification of decision on abstracts
11th June  The deadline for submission of abstracts for posters
3rd August Submission of papers
14th September Decision on paper submission
19th October Submission of revised papers
28th September Early bird registration

Abstracts should be a maximum of 200 words, not including title and keywords.
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